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BIG IDEA OPPORTUNITIES

The latest thinking on disruptive topics 
that will change management forever

MIT Sloan Management Review’s “Big Ideas” Initiatives are 
platforms through which MIT SMR editors collaborate with 
thought leaders at sponsoring organizations to bring critically 
important ideas to MIT SMR’s global management audience.  
MIT SMR’s Big Ideas Initiatives (currently three programs: 
Sustainability, Data & Analytics, and Social Business) are built 
on the idea that a select few phenomena are changing how 
organizations function and how managers and executives will 
innovate and lead in the future.  We invite active engagement 
with these ideas through our social media platform, our web 
site and publication, as well as through a series of live events. 
The specific research focus in every Big Ideas Initiative is 
collaboratively developed with the Knowledge Partner.

THE ISSUES THAT MATTER MOST

This innovative, multi-year, research-based program 
educates and influences key prospects by providing a unique 
perspective on the most important current topics. As a 
Knowledge Partner, you’ll build your perception as a trusted 
source that deeply understands the business, the needs 
of prospects, and the broader marketplace.   It’s a unique 
opportunity to motivate and build relationships — based not 
only on products and services, but also on your position as an 
industry thought leader.

SUSTAINABILITY: 

Much more than just “going 

green,” sustainability is a business 

issue that ultimately will be a core 

component of every organization’s 

strategy. We explore how and why, 

describing the fundamental shifts 

in work processes, organizational 

models, competitive strategies and 

leadership methods.

DATA & ANALYTICS: 

The vast expansion of 

computational power is combining 

with the “instrumentation” of 

everything to drive a fresh wave of 

management-practice innovation. 

We examine the changing 

capabilities and role of analytics in 

organizational operations, strategy 

and decision making. 

SOCIAL BUSINESS: 

Networks and communities 

created by social media are 

transforming companies’ 

relationships with customers 

and stakeholders. We explore 

how companies can use social 

media and web collaboration 

tools to transform the quality and 

effectiveness of a wide range of 

organizational activities.
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP & YOUR 
BRAND IMPRINT

• Reinforce your position as a thought leader by aligning 
yourself with industry-specific content. Our programs give 
you the flexibility to achieve a wide range of objectives 
from existing marketing and communication campaigns.

• Provide valuable input on survey-based research, obtain 
“insider” information based on custom analyses of the 
data, and receive branding on the final research report(s) 
and related marketing programs.

• Knowledge Partner-associated landing page, e-newsletter, 
webinar, videos, case studies and much more.

• Get involved with MIT SMR editors to discuss key 
findings revealed in the research.

• You’ll also receive all qualified leads derived from MIT 
SMR’s marketing activities which include distribution via 
sloanreview.mit.edu, e-blasts, and social media.

• Receive broad license to use the published collaborative 
content for your internal/external purposes. In addition, the 
Knowledge Partner has the right to copy and distribute the 
collaborative content on own Internet domain, as well as the 
right to work with any third-party advertising or marketing 
vendors to offer the collaborative content to the public.

• Distribution of research report at select conferences/events 
targeting senior-level executives throughout the year.

Interested in another topic? Share your ideas with us; we 
can work together to pursue a Big Idea that has value to our 
readers and fits with your thought leadership goals.

Interested in another 
topic? Share your 
ideas with us and 
create your own 
custom Big Idea 

Initiative.

DEMONSTRATE YOUR COMPANY’S 
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

What is the value of being viewed as an innovator, a thought 
leader, a partner in understanding the future of management? 
Your organization will be associated with a leading source 
of innovation research and commentary — MIT Sloan 
Management Review. And you will be linked to the most 
thoughtful and insightful ideas on topics that are influencing top 
executives in organizations around the globe.
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If interested in further conversations with MIT SMR, please let us know.
MICHAEL BARRETTE, Director of Business Development, MIT SMR
Email: barrette@mit.edu
Phone: +1 617-306-9502

BIG IDEA OPPORTUNITIES

MIT SMR actively collaborates 

with your organization on a Big 

Idea issue. MIT SMR provides 

a publishing and distribution 

platform through which the busi-

ness community can see your 

company’s thought leadership 

“in action” in content jointly 

produced with MIT SMR.

$250-$300,000 AND ABOVE

Similar to collaborators level 

but without a full collaborative 

engagement, MIT SMR provides 

acknowledgment, visibility and 

adjacency on material associated 

with the topic chosen for the Big 

Idea initiative.

$150-$200,000 AND ABOVE

Custom program of webcasts, 

sponsored download or inter-

views, along with acknowledg-

ment, visibility and adjacency as-

sociated with current initiatives 

already in place.

$70-$100,000 AND ABOVE

Specific positions for advertis-

ing that are adjacent to Big Idea 

editorial and research, ensuring 

that advertising will reach that 

topic’s targeted audience.

$15-$25,000 AND ABOVE

COLLABORATORS

(KNOWLEDGE

PARTNERS) SPONSORS

SUPPORTING

SPONSORS ADVERTISERS

BIG IDEAS SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
pricing is based on the number of deliverables established upon the client’s needs.
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